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1: Unpack and lay out the beams, connectors and fascia mounts.

It is recommended that the correct number of M6 base board fixings

are slid into each beam prior to assembly.

2: Select the rear perimeter beam with fitted connectors, fascia

mount and plywood fascia boards and temporary support the beam

and fascia mount on the walls.

3: Fit the fascia mount centrally to the rear beam by locating the

section into the upper groove within the beam, rotating it and then

by pushing downwards to lock it into position.

4: Position one of the rear fascia boards against the house wall so

that it overhangs the outside face of the side wall by 46mm.

5: Centrally position the perimeter beam assembly between the

walls and sit the fascia board onto the lip on the fascia mount.

6: Fix the fascia boards to the wall using suitable fixings (not

supplied).
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7: Select and fit the remaining perimeter and primary beams.

Once all beams are checked for level and position, tighten all fixings.

8: It is recommended that the perimeter beams are fixed to the

supporting walls using fixing straps where possible. Please note that

these straps are not supplied. (See options above).

9: Fit the fascia mount to each remaining side and insert the fascia

insulation into the channel in the mount around the entire perimeter.

10: Identify and select one of the cut down base boards suitable for

the projection. (Refer to the manufacturing paperwork for the actual

size under Plywood Base Boards - Cut Boards (Projection)). Starting

at the position where the primary and perimeter beams meet the

wall, place the board into position.

Ensure that every hole in the board positioned above the perimeter

beam is located over one of the M6 bolts in the perimeter beam.

11: When installing the next, full base board, ensure that the

smaller holes in the board are located over three M6 bolts installed

in the perimeter beam and that the 2 larger holes in the board align

with the corresponding holes in the primary beam.

12: Press one of the smaller nylon spacers provided into each hole

that houses an M6 bolt. Insert one of the larger nylon spacers into

any hole that corresponds with a hole in the primary beam. Tap

each spacer flush with the face of the base board.
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13: Continue fitting complete base boards to each end, finishing

with a cut-down board (This will be the same width as initial board).

14: Once the gaps between both primary beams and the perimeter

beam have been filled, the lantern beam can be installed.

Note: Do not fit any nuts or washers until the fascia fixing angle

has been installed (see later)

15: Position one of the shorter lengths of lantern beam on top of the

base boards. (The section of beam should be positioned centrally

on the base board, directly above the primary beam with the 14mm

holes aligned with the nylon spacers in the base boards). Align the

fixing holes and loosely bolt together using the M12 x 60mm bolts,

washers and nuts provided. Repeat this process for the opposite

piece of lantern beam.

16: Before assembling the lantern beam entirely, slide the correct

number of M6 bolts into the channel on the underside of the longer

lengths of lantern beam. Holes used to attach the lantern roof eaves

beam should be present along the top face of these beams.

17: It is recommended that the smaller nylon spacers are inserted

into the holes in the base boards prior to installation.
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18: Starting from one end, pass a complete base board between the

beams, rotate it and locate the six M6 bolts into the holes with

spacers.

Push the board against those previously installed and attach the M6

nuts and mudguard washers to the bolts on the underside of the

lantern beam to hold the board in position.

Note: Do not fit nuts and washers to the perimeter beam fixings

until the fascia fixing angle has been installed.

19: Continue installing the base boards in this manner until the

other end is reached. The cut-down boards can be fitted in any

position along the run.

20: Repeat this process on the opposite side.

21: The fascia fixing angles have been supplied cut to the same

length as the base boards, i.e. For every complete board, a fascia

fixing angle at 1220mm will have been supplied. Fixing angles that

meet in the corner will be mitred. Starting in one corner, match the

angle with the board it is to be attached to and locate it over the M6

bolt/s protruding through the base board. Secure the angle in

position using the mudguard washers and nuts provided.

22: Continue this process around the entire perimeter of the

conservatory.
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23: Once the side adjacent to the host wall has been completed,

screw through the angle into the fascia boards.

24: Fit the 6 x 75mm architrave to the underside of the perimeter

beams using a suitable grab adhesive. (Note: The architrave will

require marking and cutting to suit the application). Attach the

PVC fascia boards by screwing through the board into the fascia

angle and fascia mount at approximately 600mm centres.

25: Before fitting the insulation, evenly distribute 3mm packers onto

the base boards (approximately 12 packers per full length).

Identify and install the base board and lantern beam insulation,

starting with the full length boards on the projections. Work around

the perimeter fitting all insulation.

26: Once all the insulation boards are installed, fix each board down

using the insulation fixing screws and washers provided.

(Approximately 6 fixings per board).

27: Assemble the lantern roof eaves beam on top of the lantern

beams. Line up the holes in the eaves and lantern beam and fasten

together using the 140mm eaves to frame bolts provided.

28: Screw fix the 6 x 90mm architrave to the face of the lantern

eaves beam.
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29: Before installing the EPDM membrane, fit the back of the 2-part

drip trim to the PVC fascia ensuring the top is flush with the upper

edge of the fascia boards.

30: Once the drip trim is installed, the EPDM membrane can be

fitted.

Note: The product provided should only be fitted by a qualified

professional. Should you choose to install these products without

the necessary training, no guarantee can be offered on its long

term weather performance.

31: Finish the perimeter of the fascia by fitting the gutter system

and downpipes.

32: Install lead flashing (not supplied) along the side of the roof that

meets the host wall.

33: When all external finishing and sealing is completed continue to

fit the lantern roof.

34: Once the structure is sealed, the internal drywall framing can be

installed.
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Note: Sufficient drywall frames have been provided to allow

parallel pairs of frames to be fitted from front to back (between

the perimeter and primary beams) and both widths (primary beam

to primary beam).

35: Screw through the top of the frames into the underside of the

base boards.

36: When installing frames to the projections, position the frames

against the external face of the primary beams so that they run in

between the perimeter beams. The second run of frames should be

positioned against the internal face of the perimeter beam.

37: When installing frames to the widths, frames should be

positioned against the inside face of the front and back perimeter

beams and flush with the inner edge of the base boards beneath the

lantern beam.

38: Once all drywall frames have been fitted, continue with the

installation of the plaster board. All vertical fixings should penetrate

the drywall frames and horizontal fixings should go through the

factory fitted timber noggins.

39: Plaster and paint the internal soffit prior to fitting the PVC-U

internal covers and corner trims.
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